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INSECT EFFIGY PENDANTS
Jesse Todd
lvfA Consulting

Abstract: This short paper concerns the presence ofzoomorphic pendants on Caddoan sites
and the history ofpossible beliefs concerning locusts and cicadas in the southeastern United
States. The aspect ofpendants used as trade items is mentioned also.

Webb (1959: 172) recovered several
conch shell pendants from the Belcher
site. One necklace from Burial 1 in Pit 23
contained 37 shell pendants (Figure 1).
Perino (1969: 128) stated that the pendants
resembled lizards, but Jackson
(l 935:22fn) referred to them as locust
pendants. From sites such as Poverty Point
which were occupied prior to Caddoan
times, zoomorphic beads were recovered
which Webb ( 1971) and Morse and Morse
(1982) believe resembled either locusts
(commonly called grasshoppers) or cicada

(commonly called locusts) or had
attributes of both. A bead recovered from
Poverty Point had dominant abdominal
ridges similar to those of the locust,
whereas another bead had a large thoracic
region which resembled the auditory
membrane of the locust (Webb 1971: 111112).
Webb (1971: 113) states that the zoomorphic beads represented the cicada and
locust because they make loud music and
locust has powerful hind legs. In addition,
their eruption from the earth gives the
insects a magical appearance. Since both
the cicada and locust bury their eggs in the
earth (Comstock 1976), both insects
should have the same magical attributes of
birth (or rebirth) during the summer.
Morse and Morse (1982), in their
discussion of the cicada, point out that it
bun-ows into the earth and emerges to fly
while making an incredible noise. The
locust should as well.
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Hunter et al. (1975:222) discuss the role
of the cicada among the Coushatta. The
cicada is associated with agriculture.

Figure 1. Zoomorphic pendants from the Belcher
Mound; from Webb 1959:106.
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cicada; however, the nanow bottom
portion of the locust is easily noted. This
narrow bottom portion is recognizable in
the pendants, also. Unfortunately, when
one looks at the top of the pendant, the
blunt head may represent either the locust
or cicada because both insects have blunt
heads and eyes on the side of their head.
The blunt head may be simply there so
that the conch shell beads may fit with the
pendant as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. External anatomy of a locust; from Webb
(/971. I II).

According to Hunter et al. (1975:222), Mr.
Bel Abbey stated that his grandmother
knew when roasting ears (green com)
were ready by the sound of the cicada. The
cicada's song begins in late June or early
July, the time when the com ripens
(Hunter et al. 1975:222). It appears that
the beliefs concerning the cicada, and
probably the locust, existed from Archaic
to modem times in the southeastern
United States (Hunter et al. 1975; Morse
and Morse 1982: 122).

Figure 3. External anatomy of a cicada; from Buror
eta! (19 71:296).

Zoomorphic (insect) pendants have been
recovered from at least six Caddoan
archeological sites. There is also a locust
effigy boatstone carved from quartz crystal
from Spiro (Brown 1996:466, Figure 270). The sites are presented in Table 1 and
geographically located in Figure 4.

As far as which insect the beads
represent, they probably have attributes of
both the locust and cicada. The
zoomorphic pendants from the Belcher
Mound are not carved in as much detail as
the beads; therefore, they are more
problematic. Figure 2 is a drawing of a
locust (grasshopper) and Figure 3 is a
drawing of a cicada (locust) for
comparison to the pendant illustrated in
Figure 1. When one looks at these zoomorphic pendants recovered from Belcher
Mound and other Caddoan sites, to me,
the distinct impression is of a locust. The
abdominal ridges can not be seen from
above the insect in either the locust or

If the cicada and locust are associated
with agriculture, they would play an
important part in announcing the ripening
of the corn. The Coushatta associating the
cicada with agriculture would appear to
support the reason for the shell effigies at
the Belcher Mound and possibly Poverty
Point as well. Corn was probably of prime
importance during Belcher Phase I
1959: 172). The presence of corn has not
been confirmed for Poverty Point,
26
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although some form of cultigen besides
com may have been present.
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Oklahoma

Arkansas

If the locust effigies from the Belcher site
are similar in nature to the locust beads
from Poverty Point and throughout the
Central Mississippi Valley, it possibly
suggests a belief that existed from the
Archaic to the historic Native Americans
of the southeastern United States. An
alternative explanation for the presence of
the pendants in the Caddoan area is that
they were used as a symbol from the past
that has a new meaning. Unfortunately,
there is not a continuous artifactual record
of the locust or cicada being used as an
effigy from Archaic to Historic Native
American times. Hunter et al. (1975:220)
state that the absence of the locust effigy
may merely mark the decline in the
lapidary industry, but in no way signifies
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Texas
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Figure 4. Locations ofsites where locust pendants
or effigies have been found

the loss of folk traditions concerning the
insect such as the Coushatta have.

Table 1. Locations of Locust Pendants and Effigies from Caddoan Sites.

I

Site

I

Reference

I . Belcher Mound, Caddo Parish, Louisiana

Webb (1959)

2. L.L. Winterbauer Fann, Wood County, Texas

Jackson (1935)

3. Clement Brothers Farm, Cass County, Texas

Jackson (1935)

4. Sam Kaufman site, Red River County, Texas

Han is (1953);
Skinner, Hanis, and Anderson (l 969)

5. Joe Russel Place, Lafayette County, Arkansas

Perino (1969)

6. Foster Mound, Hempstead County, Arkansas

Skinner, Harris, and Anderson (1969)

7. Spiro Mound, Le Flore County, Oklahoma
(effig;y boatstone)

Brown (1996)
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Conclusion
The presence of these shell locust
pendants on archeological sites in
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas suggest
trade among the sites in the area. It may be

inferred as well that there was a common
belief system. The presence of the
pendants also suggest some form of
agriculture at the sites listed in Table I.
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